FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GVM Introduces the MAKO 400HC
We’re Confident…You’ll Be Hooked

East Berlin, PA (USA) – January 13, 2015 –This February, GVM Inc. will be introducing the newest
member of their equipment family. The MAKO 400HC will make its debut in Louisville, at the National
Farm Machinery Show.
The MAKO, named after one of the most prized, aggressive, and intelligent predators, is a long-awaited
answer to the hole in the equipment market after the elimination of the SpraCoupe.
Designed for farmers and applicators with small fields or small jobs, the Mako will be the smallest selfpropelled sprayer in the marketplace. Small, stable, and nimble, the Mako will feature a 400 gallon
product tank, multiple boom options, 46 inches of crop clearance, a light footprint and a tight turning
radius. It will be simple enough for first time applicators, yet smart enough for pros.
Of course, there were a lot of upset customers after the SpraCoupe was discontinued. GVM President and
Owner, Mark Anderson, says, “Our distributors heard about it at every farm show after the initial
announcement. People were confused and upset because the Coupe was a great machine. GVM prides
itself on being a company that always listens and we expected to hear the initial disappointment. But we
kept listening and we kept hearing the same thing. The market wanted a lightweight self-propelled
sprayer, something that could work the fields early, with little to no soil compaction. Knowing that we
were the only manufacturer that would be capable of releasing a small, Tier 3 sprayer, we decided it was
time to go for it. We are absolutely thrilled to be releasing the GVM Mako this winter. The decision to
build this machine was a relatively easy one.”

GVM is using their Tier 3 extension to build the Mako with an affordable Tier 3 Cummins®
engine and plans to continue to use the engine in the foreseeable future.
GVM will sell the Mako through a dealer network, with plans to distribute the Mako both nationally and
internationally.
Information on the availability, distribution, and specifications of the Mako will be available after its
February launch.
Join GVM at the National Farm Machinery Show to see the new Mako sprayer. We’re confident, you’ll
be hooked.
About the Show: The National Farm Machinery Show will be held at the Kentucky Expo Center,
February 11-14, in Louisville, Kentucky. GVM is located in West Wing, booth 5014.
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About GVM Inc.: GVM is a large manufacturer of agricultural application. They place a large emphasis
on designing and building the most reliable, innovative, and versatile equipment on the market today.
Their ultimate goal is to provide end users with the best available products in a constantly changing
marketplace. They focus on speed, comfort, fuel efficiency, and mechanically friendly equipment. GVM
is headquartered in East Berlin, Pennsylvania.
About Cummins: Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation of complementary business units
that design, manufacture, distribute and service diesel and natural gas engines and related technologies,
including fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration, emission solutions, and electrical power
generation systems. Cummins is headquartered in Columbus, Indiana.
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